CAPABILITY
STATEMENT
Improving the lives of children, families
and communities since 1998

At Playscape Creations, we are dedicated to improving the lives of children,
families and communities through recreational innovation.
Playscape Creations has evolved within the recreational industry from
simply installing playgrounds to now creating holistic recreational spaces
that encourage people of all ages, abilities and cultural backgrounds to
gather; playing, socialising and re-connecting within the community.
As urban densities increase, there is growing evidence to suggest that
access to urban green spaces and a re-connection with nature is one of the
fundamental pillars of physical health and mental wellbeing.
Our vision is for the innovative design and sustainable construction of these
gathering spaces, play spaces and nature reserves to be the cornerstone of
future urban development; giving communities the opportunity to connect,
learn and grow in a setting that responds to inter-generational needs.

Who

are we?

Playscape Creations is specialist team thinking beyond the conventional to
create unique, award winning recreational spaces to benefit children,
families and communities across Australia.
Offering you a full end to end design, engineering and construction service,
our specialists work with you to create a site responsive design that brings
your distinct vision to life.

MARCEL VERAART

PETER KOCH

NICHOLAS VERAART

Managing Director

Head Designer

Project Engineer

40+ years industry experience within
the construction sectors
Responsible for the day to day running
of the business
Actively involved through design and
construction phases of bespoke
projects

24+ years industry experience within
the construction and manufacturing
industries.
Exceptional conceptual design skills
with the ability to turn concept designs
into reality.
Responsible for the design of multimillion dollar award-winning projects
across Australia

Multi-disciplined Project Engineer with
7 years of experience across both the
civil and mining sectors
Project experiences include both
medium to large-scale upgrades and
state of the art playspaces
Extensive civil and mechanical
engineering background

LAUREN EVANS

SHANE VARDY

KRES BEK

Design Manager

Custom Projects Coordinator

Construction Manager

12+ years of Senior Landscape Design
and Management experience
Proven track record managing
complex landscape and construction
projects from inception to completion
Dedicated to ensuring correct and full
design documentation and
specification

16+ years industry experience within
the construction sector
Qualified pool operator
Responsible for total project
management for all aquatics and
custom recreational spaces including
design, consultation, project costings
and contract management

15+ years of operational and
supervisory experience
Project experiences extend from
delivering residential projects right
through to delivering multi-million
dollar high-rise and defence projects
Responsible for resource allocation,
client liaison and stewardship across all
project delivery phases
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Your vision, our expertise.
Bringing together specialists from a diverse range of
backgrounds, each member of our team adds
professional expertise and a splash of magic to every
project to ensure the seamless delivery of your perfect
aquatic or adventure playspace.

COLLABORATE

with us

DESIGN CONSULTATION
Collaborate with our qualified design team to
take your vision from an idea to a resolved
design, with specialist aquaplay advice and
holistic playspace design

CONSTRUCTION

ENGINEERING & FABRICATION

Complete end-to-end professional
construction services, licensed
under QBCC and supported
Master Builders QLD.

Engineering and fabrication
services for bespoke play,
landscaping and aesthetic
elements.

Experienced in the complete
delivery of designed aquatics and
adventure playspaces, innovation
follows through from design to
completion

Magic

Structural and hydraulic
engineering and custom
fabrication services for aquatics
projects.

CERTIFICATION & MAINTENANCE
Audit, certification and maintenance
services to ensure that your playspace
is maintained correctly for maximum
asset longevity and enjoyment

What we design is what we deliver.

Concept Design

to completion

Through an holistic, collaborative design approach
and integrated construction program, our team is
focused on delivering the best outcomes for you
and your community

foundation range
Offering you an holistic approach to playspace
design, we have the ability to supply you with a
range of equipment from global leaders; a
complementary range of multi-user and dynamic
play systems to sensory and inclusive play options.

More than just steps and decks, we have
partnered with world-class equipment
manufacturers to bring you a range of quality
products that encourage continuous play.

early years

sensory play

dynamic play

adventure
play

inclusive play

healthy
active living

playdale
Bringing excitement and challenge back into playspace
design, the Playdale range delivers engaging, lowmaintenance play structures packed with play value!
With stainless steel or aluminium posts and hard-wearing
CGL panels and decks; there is a Playdale solution to suit
your site and budget, whether you’re encouraging
exploratory play for pre-schoolers or active challenge for
primary and secondary school aged users.
Manufactured in the UK, there is a style within the Playdale
Range to suit your space and budget.

Freenotes
Designed with acoustic precision and perfect tone by
Grammy Award winning musician Richard Cooke,
Freenotes outdoor musical instruments are built to
maintain pure and soothing tones through years of
rigorous play and exposure to the elements of nature.
Music transcends all boundaries, delivering truly
intergenerational and sensory experiences for people of
all-abilities.

Zenith
Blending form and function with play, the Zenith range has
been created as an architectural feature to be
incorporated into the landscape design. Designed and
manufactured in Brisbane, Zenith features modular play
structures that can be personalised to suit your
environment, as well as a range of swings and flying foxes
to complement active play opportunities.

rustik nature play
Rustik reimagines nature play and the integration of
natural elements into playscape design. Delivering
environmentally sustainable sculptural elements brings
refreshed innovation to playground design; integrating
sustainably sourced Australian hardwood timbers with
climbing nets and architectural stainless steel
elements.
Master-craftsman built on location, each Rustik unit is
individually engineered to respond organically to the
site and to suit each unique structural timber piece.

norwell fitness
Built on the belief that exercise opportunities should
be free and available to everyone, Norwell fitness
products enhance their surrounding aesthetic
environment while helping to build a healthy, active
and engaged community. Crafted from 304 Powder
coated Stainless Steel or 316 Stainless Steel and the
highest quality materials, Norwell fitness products are
suitable for Australian conditions, including coastal
environments.

crystal fountains
Crystal Fountains Inc. is a globally recognised leader in
the design and fabrication of a range of commercial
water features, jets, lights and choreographed
fountains.
We’re able to offer a wide range of state-of-the-art
products and expert services to help you at any stage
of your water feature vision.

Design Workshops

foundation

A design consultation process that delivers a
concept proposal and plans to support
planning and/or funding applications.

An in-depth design consultation involving
multiple areas within one recreational
development, including a theme and zoning
plan, and focusing on developmental
outcomes.

This can be a mix of foundation products,
landscaping elements and a zoning plan.

The final design can feature a mix of
foundation products, bespoke products, and
landscaping elements.

EFFECTIVE DESIGN:

A Foundation for success

master planning

Bespoke Design

A community driven design consultation
process that includes stakeholder
engagement meetings and project
coordination.

For projects requiring complete
customisation; whether it’s in the design
layout, infrastructure needs or customised
equipment, our bespoke design service offers
tailored equipment and landscape design to
clients looking for something truly special.

This design may be part of a bigger council or
development masterplan and may require
theming and environmental considerations as
well as connection to surrounding amenities.

You’ll receive full support throughout the
design process, with community consultation
and project management.

DESIGN CONSULTATION
Playscape Creations provide a specialist service to
help to navigate the complexities of balancing
community needs with master planned landscape
design and environmental considerations. Working
in partnership with you, we will discover what the
specific needs are for each project, recognising that
every space and every community is different.
A design consultation is a collaborative process,
where we help you create your vision for a
recreational space while also considering the needs
of all stakeholders involved.

From design through to engineering, fabrication
and final construction, Playscape Creations can
collaborate with you to ideate as much or as little
of your project as you require.

Considering
the
existing
elements
and
environmental considerations of your space, we
help you clarify your vision and add a touch of magic
while considering the compliance and ongoing
maintenance requirements associated with meeting
the Australian Playground Safety Standards.
Concept design is undertaken in the latest 3D
software right from our first inception meetings, so
potential safety and engineering elements are
considered prior to design presentation. This gives
you the peace of mind that the concept doesn’t just
look amazing; it can be engineered, fabricated and
finally constructed.
Our in-house 3D rendering capabilities allow you to
see what your recreational space will look like
before it’s even built, allowing you to build
stakeholder engagement and real time excitement
for the project prior to completion.

project & product
engineering
As a design concept evolves so too do the
engineering factors that will bring the design to life.
As the only recreational innovator in Australia with
an in-house industrial design and structural
engineering team, you can trust that our designs are
going to deliver not just the aesthetic element
you’ve been looking for, but they have been
envisaged through an engineering lens to ensure
our unique ideas can be constructed.

Our engineering team demonstrates incredible
attention to detail, ensuring the design can be
fabricated and constructed in the safest, strongest
and most cost-effective way.

For foundation product ranges, this will be elements
such as fall and forced movement zones, footing
details, equipment set outs and construction
equipment requirements (eg. weight loadings for
crane requirements).
For a project with custom playground elements
such as a tower or bespoke structure, structural
engineering, sectional requirements and material
sizes will be resolved.
Once approved, the design evolves to create shop
drawings and plans required for both fabrication
and construction. This process involves several
quality auditing components including wind or
structural load testing, calculation verification,
safety in design approval and structural
certification.
For aquatics projects, our integrated engineering
team resolves the structural engineering
requirements of the aquaplay slab, hydraulic loads
and plant room plans plus electrical requirements
and equipotential bonding plans.

project construction
Using in-house expertise, designs are detailed into
'issued for construction' shop drawings and plans,
providing the exact details for our fabricators and
experienced construction team to follow.

Each project has its own construction
methodology, with the aim to complete each
project on time, on budget, and with zero harm

A complete construction team stands behind
Playscape
Creations'
recreational
designs,
supported by Master Builders Australia membership
and licensed under the QBCC.
After the idea has evolved through design and
engineering, Playscape Creations' Construction
Team combine best practice construction
methodology and quality materials to make the
dream a reality.
The value of detailed shop drawings shows
throughout the fabrication process. As a strategic
part of our construction programme, the majority of
bespoke equipment fabrication and construction is
undertaken off-site to avoid unnecessary and
lengthy site construction days. This guarantees a
higher quality end result and allows our teams to
work simultaneously.
The strength and structural integrity of our custom
designed and manufactured products are verified
throughout the fabrication process, using nondestructive tests such as x-rays and crack testing.
With manufacturing facilities located in Brisbane
and fabrication partners throughout Australia, the
majority of our custom equipment is made in
Australia, securing local jobs and ensuring a faster
manufacturing turnaround.

PROJECT COLLABORATION
Partnering with Experts

Landscape Architects

property & land developers

City & Regional councils

landscaping construction

Government, Private & specialist education

WINTON AQUATOWER
Where:

Winton Aquatic Centre, Winton, QLD

Who:

Collaboration between Playscape
Creations and Winton Shire Council

Budget:

$1.5 - $1.7 million

Delivered:

September 2019

SANDSTONE POINT RESORT
Where:

Sandstone Point, QLD

Who:

Collaboration between Playscape
Creations, VEE Design, Comiskey
Group and Big4 Holiday Parks

Budget:

$500 - $550K

Delivered:

January 2019

WYNNUM WHALES
Where:

Wynnum Esplanade, Wynnum QLD

Who:

Collaboration between Playscape
Creations and Brisbane City Council

Budget:

$700 - $800k

Delivered:

December 2017

FLAGSTONE WATER PARK
Where:

Flagstone, QLD

Who:

Collaboration between Playscape
Creations, Urbis, PEET and Logan
City Council

Budget:

$2.5 - $2.8M

Delivered:

December 2019

LOGAN GARDENS
Where:

Logan Gardens, Logan Central, QLD

Who:

Collaboration between Playscape
Creations, Urbis and Logan City
Council

Budget:

$1.4 - $1.7M

Delivered:

December 2019

THE MILL AQUATICS
Where:

Moreton Parade, Petrie

Who:

Collaboration between Playscape
Creations, O2LA and Moreton Bay
Regional Council

Budget:

$650 - $700k

Delivered:

December 2020

CARVER'S REACH ESTATE
Where:

Park Ridge, QLD

Who:

Collaboration between Playscape
Creations, Saunders Havill, Smart
Stone Group & Park Ridge
Development

Budget:

$300 - $350k

Delivered:

March 2020

HARVEST RISE ESTATE
Where:

Greenbank, QLD

Who:

Collaboration between Playscape
Creations, Landsite & Intrapac QLD

Budget:

$300 - $350k

Delivered:

November 2018

THE MILL ADVENTURE
Where:

Moreton Parade, Petrie

Who:

Collaboration between Playscape
Creations, O2LA and Moreton Bay
Regional Council

Budget:

$750k

Delivered:

December 2020

WADDA MOOLI PARK
Where:

Vista Place, Julago QLD

Who:

Collaboration between Playscape
Creations, Lat 27, LendLease &
Touched by Olivia Foundation

Budget:

$650 - $750k

Delivered:

September 2018

LIONS PARK, GLADSTONE
Where:

Dawson Hwy, Gladstone QLD

Who:

Collaboration between Playscape
Creations, JW Concepts, HNK &
Gladstone Regional Council

Budget:

$1.1 - $1.3M

Delivered:

December 2017

ECCO RIPLEY ESTATE
Where:

Ecco Ripley Estate, South Ripley QLD

Who:

Collaboration between Playscape
Creations, Saunders Havill & Sekisui
House

Budget:

$1.0 - $1.1M

Delivered:

June 2018
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